The Senior Class

presents

"IT MIGHT HAVE BEEN YOU"

... by ...

Bonneviere Arnaud

DIXIE HEIGHTS HIGH SCHOOL AUDITORIUM

Friday, April 30, 1948

3:15 p. m.
CHARACTERS
(In order of appearance)

DOTTY—
young, pert receptionist at Jordan’s .............. Eddena Marrs

ETHEL WYNN—
attractive, young secretary to Noble Jordan .......... Judy Ellis

EDDIE—
office boy at Jordan’s .................................. Floyd Click

NOBLE JORDAN—
head of Jordan’s Book Publishers ....................... Phil Yelton

JIMMIE JORDAN—
Noble’s nephew and junior member of the firm .... Kent Savage

MERRIE WILLIAMS—
a girl who has written a novel ......................... Joan Stewart

MYRT—
regular scrubwoman at Jordan’s ........................ Lois Meyers

GERT—
new scrubwoman at Jordan’s ............................. Doris Brahms

MISS DUXEN—
who writes the juveniles for Jordan’s ................ Jean Eubanks

BELINDA BLANK—
author of Jordan’s mystery and crime books ...... Thelma Caldwell

MISS GEORGE PAGE—
also a Jordan author, their romance specialist ...... Imogene Kelsay

REGINALD THROCKMORTON DRAKES—
a Jordan author of long standing ...................... Buddy Rouse

JULEP ROBERTS—
Barry Burton’s publicity man ........................... Bill Kwozalla

MR. TATTLE—
columnist in the Morning Scandal ...................... Bob Snook

BARRY BURTON—
a Hollywood Star ........................................ Barry Jolson
SYNOPSIS OF SCENES

TIME: The present.


ACT I—Scene 1—
The private office of Noble Jordan.
A summer morning.

ACT I—Scene 2—
After working hours.

ACT II—
Noon, the following day.

ACT III—Scene 1—
Several days after the events of Act II.

ACT III—Scene 2—
Several months after the close of Scene 1.

"BEHIND THE SCENES"

Art and publicity ......................... Ed Benson
Willena Bramlette
Vivian Schepner
Lois Meyers
Fred Dickhaus

Stage properties ......................... Jim Wert
John Brakefield
Jerry Caldwell

Make-up .................................. Toady Shelton

Director ................................. Mrs. Dorothy Cartwright

Produced by special arrangement with the Banner Play Bureau, Inc.